BRAND DYSMORPHIA

Our contention
Marketers are increasingly preoccupied
with the cosmetic over the scientific.
Inconsequential ‘design facelifts’ are being
carried out at the expense of strategic marketing.
We believe this fixation with style over substance
has created a “Brand Dysmorphia” that’s eroding value.
In this memo we’ll look at what it takes to get
it back into a commercial context.
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W

e’ve become a society
of selfie-obsessed,
image-crafting narcissists,
corrupted by the cult of self.
Kowtowed by social media,
we worry more about how
we look than about the
necrotic psychological
wounds we’re harbouring.
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It’s not just Me-lennials. No-one is
free from its grip. As far back as 2005,
40% of teenagers were saying they
wanted to go under the knife to look
more like their favourite celebrity.
Now the phrase ‘back to school surgery’
is commonplace in cosmetic practices.
Our beef with our facial imperfections
is tipping over to our bodies. Up to 35%
of the adult population – both men and
women - are estimated to dislike theirs,
some so vehemently that one in fifty
attempt suicide because of it.
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People are having fat taken
from their bottoms and put in
their faces. Fat taken from their faces
and put in their bottoms. Or, in the case
of people like Piers Morgan, going the full
bottom/face off in order to permanently
speak out of their arses.
Many people blame ‘marketing’ for this
carnival of crap. What started with a bit
of airbrushing has morphed into an
ongoing assault of perfection propaganda
that bruises all susceptible to its punches.
But is it coming back to bite us on our
own behinds?

Is our collective
preoccupation with
appearances rubbing
back off on the
marketing discipline
as a whole?
Our findings certainly suggest so…
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IT’S A SHIT SHOW
OUT THERE

O F D E C I S I O N M A K E R S S AY T H E Y ’ R E C O N F I D E N T O R V E R Y
C O N F I D E N T T H E Y K N O W W H AT A ‘ B R A N D ’ I S , A N D Y E T…

T H I N K ‘ B R A N D ’ I S T H E I R V I S U A L I D E N T I T Y.

D O N ’ T T H I N K O F ‘ B R A N D ’ A S A C O M M E R C I A L C O N S T R U C T.

It seems it’s not just individuals suffering from a warped
image of themselves; the whole profession is being eaten
away by a malaise of its own invention.
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Get the facelift, have the makeover, reinvent yourself, and continue
to ignore the gaping hole at the heart of your business because it’s
easier than asking the tough questions and doing the tough things
that generate genuine growth.

We’ve dubbed it “Brand Dysmorphia” a syndrome of putting style before
substance, aesthetics before economics
and displaying a deplorable lack of
understanding as to what Brand
(in the true sense of the word) involves
and the strategic value it can deliver.

This ignorance is an affront to marketing science.
Not only is it robbing businesses of their competitive
advantage, but it is distorting the perception of our
industry beyond all recognition.
With its focus trained on the minutiae instead
of the bigger picture, the discipline of marketing
is being sidelined, side-stepped and side-eyed
with contempt, the role of growth increasingly
falling to ROI-obsessed CFOs. And we all know
how that story ends.

THE SYMPTOMS ARE THERE FOR ALL TO SEE…
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01
OBSESSION
SPENDING
MORE TIME
WORRYING
ABOUT
APPEARANCES
THAN THEY
SHOULD.

44% of key decision makers think ‘marketing’
is what the customer sees. Proof if proof were
needed of its ‘tactification,’ as Mark Ritson puts it.
The colouring-in department, who think all problems
can be solved by reaching for the pencils.
But leaf through the Bumper Book of Marketing
Proper, and tactics are the end game, not the
main event. It’s the culmination of the process.
Worse, we’ve made comms - just a fraction of
the tactical mix - the hero of the piece.
It wouldn’t be so bad if the communication being
punted out was effective. But as research conducted
by the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute shows, only 16% of
it is being recalled and correctly attributed to the
brands who have created it.

84% of marcomms is
about as useful as a
knitted dildo.
Meanwhile, diagnosis and strategy - the elements
that shape the most compelling of stories – have
been reduced to mere footnote.
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02
PARANOIA
SPENDING
TOO MUCH
TIME COMPARING
T HE M S E LV E S
TO OTHERS.

Benchmarking used to be about
analysis – the chance for marketers
to understand how competitors have
solved their category’s abiding problems
and identify the strategic shortcuts from
which they might benefit.
Trouble is, what was once driven by
financial FOMO, has now crept into
creativity. Being too afraid to go outside
the lines, the colouring-in department
have become creatively impotent,
little more than fleshy photocopiers,
producing limp executions that have all
the standout of a fart in a wind tunnel.

Most worryingly, the majority of CEOs don’t
recognise the dry rot eating away at their brands’
foundations. 81% think that their marketing is
different. Only 7% of customers agree.
The result? A terminal death spiral
in which brands are eroded to
commodities, and value is driven
out of entire markets.
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03
DECEPTION
GOING TO
EXTRAORDINARY
EFFORTS
TO CONCEAL
T HEIR F L AW S .

Brands are obscuring their manifest
imperfections behind marketing’s
latest mot du bollocks: ‘purpose’.

According to a study from the
World Federation of Advertisers,
88% of marketers believe purpose
will be increasingly important to
building brands.
As a consequence, we’re asked to bear
witness to their emotional unbuttoning.
To watch with gratitude at the laying
bare of their souls. To convulse in
raptures as whole enterprises throw
themselves on the altar of social causes.
Only most of it is bunkum. A cynical
attempt to make us overlook the
woefully damaging effects they’re
actually having on people and the planet.
Remember those Innocent ‘Little
Drinks, Big Dreams’ adverts in which an
animated otter implored us to ‘get fixing
up the planet’? In the 30 seconds it took
to watch that commercial, its owner –

the world’s worst plastic polluter – had
produced another 100,000 bottles that
will likely end up dumped in the ocean.
Or what about your ‘awright geezer,
it’s all bit of a laugh innit?’ betting
companies, assuaging their collective
guilt by funding ‘when the fun stops’
messages? You know, the same
companies who are also targeting
known gambling addicts with the
kind of cold-blooded dispassion
that would make an assassin blush.
But it’s okay mate, ‘cos they ‘didn’t
mean anyfink by it’.
The brand managers responsible may
see themselves as humble servants to
the greater good, but often they’re just
the kind of humble-bragging fool you
meet at parties who come up and ask
‘may I be amazing at you?’ and then later
throw up in the punch bowl.
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04
DELUSION
BELIEVING
OTHERS ARE
PAY IN G S P E C I A L
AT T E N T ION
TO THEM.

Was there ever a more deranged profession
than marketing? A more needy group of selfindulgent idiots who subscribe to the belief
that their brand does, or should, reside at the
centre of their customers’ universe.
We talk about fans, persuasion, conversion,
advocates and loyalty as if brands hold
some special position of importance in
people’s lives.
Contrary to popular belief, a brand is not
a nuclear force that binds customers into
a lifelong bond. It is a weak one, barely
perceptible, that makes customers slightly
more likely to feel a product’s pull. According
to Havas Group research, consumers wouldn’t
care if 75% of brands disappeared altogether.

It may pack a big commercial punch,
but it is still a small thing in their minds.
A way of simplifying their buying decision.
A fractional tweak in their mental availability
code. A tiny signifier of the person they are,
or want to appear to be to others, that not
even they are aware of.

B R A ND S A R E N O M O R E ‘ IMP O R TA N T ’
TO PEOPLE THAN THE TRUTH IS
‘ IMP O R TA N T ’ T O P O L I T I C I A N S , O R
H O WA R D D O N A L D I S ‘ IMP O R TA N T ’
T O TA K E T H AT.
So as we sit cooking up marketing magic in
our Chamber of Self-Involvement, we’d do well
to remember that apathy - not competition - is
often our greatest enemy.
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05
FIXATION
SPENDING
DIS P ROP OR T ION AT E
LEVELS OF TIME
OR MONEY ON
S M A L L DE TA IL S .
Do you know how many times Coca-Cola has
changed its logo since 1941? It hasn’t. It might
have had a minor touch-up here, straightened
up a little slope there, but essentially the logo
hasn’t really changed since the year Pearl
Harbour happened.
Do you know how many times Pepsi has
changed its logo since 1941? Twelve times.
That’s once every 6.66 years. Perhaps the
most infamous iteration came in 2008 when
they paid $1million to the Arnell Group for a
logo that allegedly invoked the Mona Lisa,
the speed of light and Earth’s magnetic field,
but that Peter Arnell himself later described as...
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“ ... b ull shit”

Brand changes are not just expensive, they take
up valuable marketing headspace, even for smaller
companies. Anyone who has tried to get so much
as a blog signed off in a mid-sized business will be
able to guess at how much of an elongated
pain-fest an entire rebrand can be.
It’s not that the visual identity of a brand isn’t
important. Or that those creating or refreshing
one shouldn’t have fun with it. But when 32%
of marketers think the visual identity of a brand
actually is the brand, without any sense of the
positioning to which it needs to be anchored,
or the long-term process required to build it,
we all need to cry foul.
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So what’s causing
Brand Dysmorphia?
First up there’s a woeful lack of training
on marketing principles in our industry.
More than half of marketers don’t have
a formal marketing qualification.
Oddly, this is a point of pride for many
on the wrong side of the divide. You know
the type. The ‘get up five hours before they
go to bed and eat coal for breakfast’ hogwash
merchants who built their empires with nothing
but self-belief and a Twitter account. But it
doesn’t matter how you dress it up; a turd in
a suit is still a turd.
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Y O U C A N ’ T S O LV E M A R K E T I N G P R O B L E M S W I T H
280 CHARACTERS AND A STEVEN BARTLET T MEME.
Science requires scientists. Or those prepared
to listen and learn from them. You wouldn’t have
surgery from a butcher, and yet quacks and
hucksters are allowed to travel the circuit
pedalling their own special brand of reptilian
oil without impediment.
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There’s also an oversupply of design
agencies claiming to be experts in brand,
who really aren’t.

Most ‘branding agencies’ would no
sooner understand demand & supply,
routes to market and pricing strategies
than Forrest Gump would understand
David Lynch’s back catalogue.
Yet, that doesn’t stop them
producing ‘brand essence’
presentations that have so much
faecal matter oozing out of them,
it’s like someone got caught short
on the way to the meeting and the
deck was the casualty.
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P E R H A P S S E L F - H AT R E D
A L S O H A S A P A R T T O P L AY.
“Somewhere along the line we
stopped being proud and started to
get embarrassed,” Eve Sleep CEO
Cheryl Calverley was quoted as saying
earlier this year. “We started apologising
for what we do… [which is] trying to
sell products.”
How much better it is to think of your
advertising as ‘art’. Or the unnecessary
noise you plough into the world as
‘content’. Or your sales role in a call
centre as a ‘needs technician’.
It would certainly explain our current
preoccupation with purpose, our very
own version of offsetting, only for our
shame footprint, not our carbon one.

Since when did shifting product
profitably become dishonourable?
Or generating EBIT a cause for cognitive
dissonance amongst marketers?

Why do only 9%
of those questioned
think of ‘brand’
as a commercial
construct?
If you want to put personal fulfilment
ahead of financial imperative, start
an Etsy shop. But for those of us
responsible for the growth of brands,
it’s time to shit or get off the pot.
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Our other affliction is one of
a professional ADHD. A collective
whiplash that has us craning our
necks to see what shiny new shite
is coming down the production
line, rather than focusing on the
perfectly decent toys we already
have in our playbox.
Remember the brouhaha that surrounded Big Data,
combined with our ongoing enthralment with all
things digital? Oh, the microtargeting possibilities
it could offer! The hyper-personalised messaging
that would see us do away with all that old-school
long-winded strategic shizzle!
Only its hype-to-value equation has so far turned out
to be as balanced as the Titanic was seconds before
it slipped into the icy waters of the Atlantic Ocean.
Sure, you only have to say the word ‘sausage’ in the
vicinity of your phone and you get your very own butcher
stalking you across the interwebs, but after the promise
of a veritable iceberg of actionable information, most of
what’s lurking in the depths is innuendo and half-truths.
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AND YET STILL WE PERSIST
The new digital candy in the online
sweetshop is the Metaverse, where
us hapless consumers will sit in our
VR headsets, plugged into the
mainframe, engaging with brands
through emotipads linked directly to
our cerebral cortexes, and where a
mere blink will herald the immediate
materialisation of a Domino’s Pizza and
a packet of Rennie indigestion tablets.

We’ll communicate through
nano-ultrasonic-super-transducers
embedded in our now-defunct anal
cavities, because the marketing press has
announced that ‘defecation is dead’.
Because something always needs
to be dying in marketing.
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Case in point, let’s rewind twelve years to when
Byron Sharp declared another long-held principle
was a goner.
There we were, happily watching the final series
of Celebrity Big Brother on Channel 4, when, like a
scene out of Poltergeist, the voice of the Professor
began to emanate from our screens. ‘Come into the
light’ implored his mellifluous siren call. ‘Forego this
segmentation and targeting nonsense. It’s all mass
marketing and distinctiveness noooowwww.’
Differentiation was for losers. Positioning was
superfluous posturing. All brands needed was
a shit-ton of assets, a visual set of bells and
whistles that should be sounded as loudly,
as often and in as many places as possible.
Which is fine if you’re a billion-dollar FMCG
company, but what about the rest of us?

Pants were wet.
Paradigms were shifted.
Brandwagons were jumped on.
And the Mac monkey ‘brand experts’ stood around
rubbing their hands and licking their lips like a
creepy uncle at a bar mitzvah.
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Suddenly image
really was everything.
Wasn’t it?
Trouble was, in the binary leap to
declare the old methodologies
dead, all nuance got lost.
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Yes, where differentiation exists it is milder in
flavour than originally thought. No, a brand can’t
exclusively ‘own’ an attribute or find pure blue water
on the perceptual map. But it can be perceived as
more of one thing than its competitors, and that
perception can be a contributing factor in driving
purchase – just look at the research by Koen
Pauwels if you need the scientific proof.
Whatever side you’ve decided to take, be you a
Sharpian, a Kotlerian, or none of the above, whilst
all this infighting is happening, CFOs are eating
fancy biscuits in the C-suite, taking responsibility
for shareholder value and licking the filling out of
their custard creams with merry abandon.

Worse, 14% of decision makers
openly admit to ‘hitting the
snooze button’ when anyone
in their team talks about ‘brand’.
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Perhaps the biggest impediment to our
collective understanding of the true power
of a brand lies in our inability to adequately
define it.
Dave Trott says a brand is:
“The mind’s way of differentiating one object
from similar objects. [It’s] just another name
for the mind’s filing system.”
Jeff Bezos says a brand is:
“What other people say about you when
you’re not in the room.”

Jeremy Bullmore describes them as:
“Fiendishly complicated, elusive,
slippery, half-real, half-virtual things.”

Trying to reach a
consensus on what a
brand is, is like trying
to kiss a lubed-up eel.
Our thoughts are, to borrow a phrase
from Logan Roy, “about as coordinated
as a dog f*cking on roller skates.”
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But the most important bit we need to
be clear on is what brand is not.

BRAND IS NOT A LOGO
That’s Brand Identity - the visual representation
of the product in market. How it shows up.
The bit that comprises the name, strapline,
brand book, logo etc.
Beware the ‘brand consultants’ willing to relieve
you of your hard-earned cash to produce a
Lovemark that promises to get the same
attention as the one Bill Clinton daubed all
over Monica Lewinsky’s dress.
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The logo is the end of a
process, not the beginning.
It is just ejaculate – it has the potential to grow into
something beautiful, but without some strategic
direction, you’re more likely to end up with a blob
of love-piss on your assistant’s shoes.
The ‘process’ we refer to is that of Branding or
Brand Strategy. Not comms, not tactics, definitely
not digital. Marketing proper. The Full Monty –
stripped bare of its novelty posing pouch, back to
the fundamentals of Segmentation, Targeting and
Positioning. Who are we for, why should they buy
us, and how can we make sure they do so in a way
that delivers sustainable profit for the business?
Skipping the process is like getting the paint brushes
out before the architect has created their plans, or
inviting Lawrence Llewellyn Bowen to
flap about in his fancy frock coat on a bomb site.

T H O S E W H O R E C O G NI S E T H AT, T H O S E
WHO PUT THE COMMERCIALS BEFORE
C R E AT I V E D E V E L O P M E N T, W IL L B E
RE WARDED. BECAUSE T RUE BR ANDS
O F F E R U N T O L D A D VA N TA G E S …
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What Have Brands
Ever Done for Us?
Brands can act as business Bostik - the
glue that holds it all together. They provide
a North Star; a unifying idea that everyone
can get on board with, and ensure they are
all pulling in the same direction toward.
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They can improve your price elasticity, maintaining demand
even when you need to up the cost to consumers. Case in
point, Tesla, who increased prices twice in the space of a
week across the US in March, but in April were reporting
most models had sold out until 2023.

If by contrast “you’re having
a ten-minute prayer session
before raising the price
by 10%,” as Warren Buffet
counsels, “then you’ve got a
terrible business.”
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BRANDS ALSO ACT AS A KIND
OF PERCEPTUAL BOOSTER JAB
WHEN REQUIRED.
Capable of protecting you against
temporary setbacks (be they
circumstantial or of your own making)
and helping you to bounce back more
quickly afterwards.
Anyone remember Samsung’s exploding
phones from 2016? Certainly not the
shareholders when, only months after
the crisis, they benefited from its highest
quarterly operating profits since 2013.
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But most important is how all of this
adds up to long-term profitable growth.
People may talk about brands being an
intangible asset, and to a certain extent
they are, but their value is anything but.

Need the evidence?
Every year Kantar calculates the brand
value of most of the major brands in
the world. It uses this data to invest in a
portfolio of shares in the firms that own
the best performing ones. As you can

THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
OF STRONG BRANDS VERSUS
T H E R E S T O F T H E M A R K E T.

see from the chart opposite, these have
enjoyed a considerable lead over the
S&P 500 and MSCI World Index for
over 15 years, delivering greater
shareholder value, displaying greater
resilience and bouncing back more
quickly in times of crisis.

THIS ISN’T A JUNIOR
BRAND MANAGER BARFING
O N A B O U T B R A N D E Q U I T Y,
OR S OME DIGI TA L DONU T
DONKING ON ABOUT BRAND
E N G A G E M E N T.
This is cold hard shareholder
profit. Billions of pounds worth of it.
Piled high à la mountain of coke into
which Tony Montana buries his face
at the end of Scarface.
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And it’s not just the big boys with their
big budgets who benefit from brand.
Brand positioning has been shown to
have a direct, positive effect on brand
performance for SME companies too,
which in turn positively affects their
financial performance.

Which is why it’s so
depressing to see
so many marketers
missing the point.
This default to style
over substance isn’t
just an oversight, it’s
a dereliction of duties.
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So, how to deal with
the illness endemic
in our industry?
We need to move from the cosmetic
to the scientific and get back to the
business of brand. Which means in
the first instance, we need to stop
focusing on ourselves altogether.
A lot of basic balls-ups could be resolved
by adopting greater Market Orientation.
But how many businesses plough on
with marketing ‘solutions’ without so
much as running them by the customer,
or considering them in the commercial
calculations being undertaken?

BE L IE V ING T H AT YOU
K N O W C U S T O M E R S B E S T,
W HE N Y O U H AV E N ’ T S O
MUCH AS SPOKEN TO ANY
ALL YEAR, ISN’T MARKETING,
IT’S MIND READING.
And not the impressive type. Nope.
It’s the shit type where you place your
fingers to your temples, make your eyes
go a bit misty and solemnly announce
that you’re “getting the word ‘innovative’.”
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Lack of Market Orientation also leads to marketing’s
other great delusion; that customers truly ‘care’
about what we put out there. All this nonsense talk
of ‘engagement’ and ‘relationships’ is overblown at
best, sectioning-worthy at worst. The sooner we
wake up and smell the chloroform about how little
people think about brands, the better.
No-one gets up in the morning and thinks, ‘I hope
I get marketed to today’. Or ‘I really fancy a massive
dose of coda shoved right up my System 1’.
It’s obvious. Marketers may not be their brand’s
audience, but they understand what it feels like to
be a customer.
Just how many brands (for reasons other than
professional) do any of us follow on social media?

When we’re done with work,
eating, sex, admin, parenting,
socialising, watching TV and
sleeping, just how much of a
nanosecond do we have left to
think about how ‘seen’ we feel
by our chosen brand of tampon?
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Instead of hoodwinking ourselves into believing
we’re special, we should be spending our precious
energy in getting to a proper diagnosis of what ails
us. To an understanding of the business’s deeper
challenges and needs.
This is where research is vital. Not the type of
impenetrable 120-chart slide deck that no-one
reads; not even the exec meant to be proofing it.
We’re talking proper, actionable research.
Typically research preferences (amongst MBA
folk at least) tend to fall into one of two camps:

The number-crunching
statistical stiffs who are
Quants all the way…

...or the liberal-art Poets who
prefer the more touchy-feely
anthropological qual stuff.
Like anything in marketing, a balanced diet
with a bit of everything on your research plate
is probably best. Some initial secondary data
searches to whet your appetite, qual to give you
a taste of the key issues, then the meat and two
veg of quant for measurement and magnitudes.
And if you fancy a little side-helping of something
to make it all as beneficial as possible, look up Alan
Andreasen’s ‘backwards research’ methodology.
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Having understood the market, and what it is
telling us, we can then segment it. Those at the
Byron Sharp end of the stick may think this is
a pointless exercise. But what BS is really calling
BS on is crap segmentation. The type where
marketers talk about ‘Tribal Trilennials’ or
‘Technologically Immersed Alpha-Bytes’.

											
Where are we now, where do we want to be, and by
when? Which brands will we/won’t we support?
Who will we/won’t we target? What will we/
won’t we stand for? This is your strategy.
Trouble is, most client strategy is about
as baggy as a wizard’s sleeve. Less a

From there we start to lay out the stages of recovery:

clear roadmap outlining a welldefined plan of action, more a
loose list of nice-to-haves.
True strategy is a set of binary choices
that result in some hard and pointy
objectives that you can tell you
have/haven’t achieved once
you’ve implemented it.
It requires what Greg
McKeown

calls

‘Essentialism’ - the
disciplined
pursuit of
less.
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Once, and only once you have a strategy,
can you move on to tactics.
Traditionalists will recognise this as the 4 Ps
bit, a model still worth subscribing to despite
the fact that new Ps seem to be spawning like
wet Gremlins. The most important thing to
note is that the sexy comms stuff is still only
one quarter of the marketing mix. You still need
to sort the Product, Place and Price out before
you reach for the Pencils.
The comms mix and the creative top-dressing
you apply to it should then be a natural
consequence of all that has gone before.
The brief should write itself.
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Which means no
pointless procedures
and no having work
done only to end
up looking just like
everyone else.
Because after all that pain, how many brands
do end up looking just like every other one in
their category?
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Fuck Nip & Tuck
There are no quick fixes to Brand Dysmorphia.
But there are steps you can be taking to help you
escape the ceaseless monotony of bland planning.
In a world of Kardashian clones, imperfection looks
like perversion. Don’t be afraid to stand out. To be
conspicuous. To exist in splendid isolation.
Don’t fall victim to the industry’s lazy default to the
cosmetic over the commercial. The moment you
stop putting comms before M-Cap is the moment
you’ll really get back to the business of brand.
And finally, don’t be afraid to use marketing –
all of marketing - as the economic catalyst it
was designed to be.
It won’t be easy. Overcoming a deep-seated
syndrome seldom is. Painful introspection and
reflection will be required. A long road to recovery
lies ahead. But the balance sheet, and your psyche,
will thank you for it.
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NOKAMO Consulting exists to grow clients’ market share and their P&Ls
through better strategic marketing – in theory and application.
Experts in brand positioning and propositions for mid-sized companies,
we create new brands and transform ones that are creaking a little.
We practice what we preach; the work we produce will sacrifice, polarise
and agitate the market. Paradigm shifts will be made, competitors’ noses
will be bloodied and as a consequence the balance sheet will grow.

So, if you’re interested in some
proper brand therapy, and not just
a hasty nip and tuck, please call...
Liked this?
SIGN UP FOR MORE HERE
FOLLOW US:
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